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What do we mean by profit in Quintum Scutum



Understanding



Before we start let’s make it clear to all our reader’s “ every pashmina is a cashmere, but every cashmere isn’t pashmina.”

Pashmina and Cashmere are often used as synonyms. At present, Cashmere is referred to as the down fiber of Capra Hircus goat which is found in the 

Changthang area of Ladakh, Kashmir. Cashmere yarn is 14-16 microns in diameter and is considered as finest fiber in the world. The yarn is so fine that it is 

barely visible to the eye and so soft that it sometimes breaks, even by manual stress. It takes the cashmere of three adult goats to make just one shawl. 

Naturally, cashmere fiber is ash-coloured, but later when woven, it can be dyed into any color the wearer likes.

Capra Hircus Cashmere contributes just 0.5 percent to the world’s total wool production, proving its rarity. 

Cashmere goats, which number in the hundreds of millions in Mongolia and China, are used to produce 

cashmere fibers. Cashmere is produced in these two nations to the tune of 75 percent of the world’s 

cashmere supply. Farms in Central Asia, mostly Iran and Afghanistan, provide the rest. Cashmere from the 

highlands of Ladakh, where animals live in conditions where the temperature goes down to -50°C, is 

superior to the cashmere produced anywhere else in the world and accounts only for 0.5% – 1% of the total 

cashmere production annually. This Cashmere is of the highest-grade quality Cashmere, rare, and 

obviously. The fact that we craft all of our Cashmere products from Cashmere harvested in Ladakh from 

Changra goats makes our Cashmere so special. This is the Cashmere of the greatest grade, which has a 

diameter of 14 – 16 microns. It is the subspecies of the goat that make the main difference between the 

Cashmere produced in Magnolia or China and Cashmere produced in Kashmir. Cashmere locally produced 

in Kashmir is exclusively made from a specific breed of mountain goat called Changthangi goat. Cashmere 

fiber harvested from these Changthangi goats is known as Pashmina locally. So, we can say that Pashmina 

is the best grade variety of Cashmere. Cashmere produced from Kashmir is thinner, that is 14-16 microns 

and the basic Cashmere fabric produced anywhere else in the world has a diameter of 16-19 microns. Due 

to the thin texture of the Kashmiri Cashmere, it is necessary to hand-spun the wool and manually weave 

them to make beautiful shawls, scarves, throws and wraps with utmost care. On the other hand, Cashmere 

from China, Mongolia & other parts of the world is easier to spin. If you closely compare these two types 

of wool, then you can find that Cashmere produced in Kashmir is softer and warmer when compared to 

Cashmere from any other part of the world. However, only the experienced and expert in this field can 

make a differentiation.

UNDERSTANDING PASHMINA CASHMERE OF KASHMIR



History



HISTORY OF CASHMERE
Kashmir also known as Valley of Saints, has shrines of many saints from different religions like Roz-Bal shrine of 

Jesus and Yousmarg (Meadows of Jesus), it is believed that Jesus during his visit to Kashmir spent sometime in 

Yousmarg or of oldest Sun Temple from Hinduism or of countless shrines of saints from Muslims religion and 

Monasteries representing Buddhism. 

Kashmir is rich in history, also renowned for its beauty, elegance, traditions, customs, hospitability but globally 

recognized artisans producing different artifacts like Rugs, Cashmere, Paper machie, wood carvings etc. 

Origin of Cashmere, mostly known as Pashmina, which is a Persian term for Wool, started way back in the15th 

century by Zayn-ul-Abadin the then ruler of Kashmir and a famous Sufi Saint, who introduced weavers from Central 

Asia. There are also sources that claim that Pashmina was brought in by Mir Sayyid Ali Hamadaani who arrived in 

Kashmir from Persia with about 700 craftsmen accompanying him.

Till the early 19th century it was only the royal people or the Kings of Kashmir who had a right to get all the products 

of Pashmina. This paved the way for the initiation of cottage industries involved in the making of Pashmina Shawls 

and scarves in Kashmir. It is also believed that Pashmina attracted the attention of Caesar, and in fact were the delight 

of French Queen Marie Antoinette. Even historical people like Napoleon were very much impressed by the 

Pashmina fiber and gifted its related products to Josphine.

Continued to next page….



History

Pic.1, Shrine of Jesus located in Srinagar, Kashmir Pic.2, Shrine of Zayn al Abidin Pic.3, Shrine of Mir Sayyid Ali Hamadaani



HISTORY OF CASHMERE
Going back into history The term 'cashmere' arrived in the 15th Century, and was used 

to describe the shawls spun by Kashmiri craftsmen on the Silk Route. In the late 18th 

century, cashmere shawls were being exported to European countries and first arriving 

in Paris, France.

Cashmere has been manufactured in Kashmir for hundreds of years. The yarn is also 

known as pashm (Persian for wool) or pashmina (Persian/Urdu word derived from 

Pashm) for its use in the handmade shawls of Kashmir.

The Capra Hircus, or Pashmina goat as they are commonly known, is typically found 

around the altitude of 14,600 meters in the Himalayas of Kashmir. 

In more recent times, the animals have begun to inhabit many other regions such as 

Australia and China, although there are smaller farms throughout many countries across 

the globe.

The high quality of the undercoat hair is, however, what breeders particularly appreciate 

about the cashmere goat. For this, the below-freezing weather is significant because it 

helps the goats to develop a thick, fluffy fleece. The Cashmere goats develop an inner 

fleece as a downy and doubling their usual coat thickness to withstand harsh winter in 

the highlands where the temperature goes down to -50°C.

Empress Joséphine by Baron Antoine-Jean Gros, ca. 1808, Musée d’Art et d’Histoire at 

Palais Massena, Nice France.

The artist Robert Lefèvre loved the look and painted noblewoman in dresses made from 

Kashmiri shawl.



Élisabeth Alexandrovna 
Stroganoff, Countess Demidoff

(1779-1818) by Robert Lefèvre, ca. 
1805 Hermitage Museum St 

Petersburg

Salomé Louise Coulmann, 

Comtesse Walther by Robert 

Lefevre, 1811, Versailles

Dress with a paisley

border, ca. 1810, 

Musée Historique de 

Tissu de Lyon

Evening dress, 1815, 

cotton & silk, Snowshill

Wade Costume Collection, 

Gloucestershire

Pictures displayed above with the dresses are the ones which were painted by The Robert Lefèvre in 1805  

& 1811



Mr. Ab. Hamid Khan's business card from 1970s



Process



From the Nomadic Land of Changthang

The dramatic beauty and the ornamental allure we see in a luxurious Pashmina shawl/scarves has a very humble beginning.

Changthang is the land of the nomads, located east of Leh, about 4000m above sea level with temperatures below -50° C. The Changthangi goats 

grow a thick down of very fine & warm fibers under their coarse outer layer of fur. This fine fiber coat enables these goats to survive the chilly 

winters. The area is untouched, unusual and rare. It seems as if the noise and grit of the city fades till it reaches Changthang’s top. Perhaps what 

makes it so is the extreme climate, high altitude and remoteness. And since these properties made Changthang unsuitable for agriculture, the local 

nomads started rearing goats - the Changthangi goats. For the goats, these conditions are perfect. It is these goats which grow Cashmere - the same 

Cashmere which is processed in Kashmir to conceive Pashmina shawls and Scarves.
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Pre Spinning process

PASHMINA/CHANGTHANGI/CAPRA HIRCUS GOAT

The Changpa tribes herd the Changthangi goat & harvest raw Pashm (wool). 

The wool from these goats is obtained once a year, usually in the month of 

June or July. The hair is usually harvested either by combing or shearing. The 

production of Pashmina largely depends on the size of the goats, ranges from 

70-500 grams per goat. The wool is used to make Kashmir’s famous Pashmina 

Shawls which, after completion are exported worldwide.

COMBING

The wool is collected by the hand but combing out the under fleece from the 

Goat’s Coat (not like shearing). If someone wants to measure, how many goats 

contributed to get that fine quality scarf, just take the scarf in hand and weigh it. 

In order to bring out the large piece, loosen the cashmere near the ear and top of 

the neck, first with the finger and then the thumb.

While combing the goat, professionals never hassle, they wait until the 

cashmere is fully loose and comes off easily in several areas. It’s not required to 

comb the goat every day. Right timing is important to comb off the fleece. In 

order to preserve even the micro-samples, they for the full shedding of the 

Cashmere, and keep a zip-lock bags at the barn with each goat’s name & date.

Here is Pic.1, Capra Hircus, Changthangi/ Cashmere Goat

Here is Pic.2, Changpa tribesmen can be seen combing Cashmere wool from the goats.



SORTING/DE-HAIRING
This process means separation of 

undercoat/pashmina from guard hair. 

The sorting of pashmina is done 

manually mostly carried out by female 

folks.  

COMBING

Combing of pashmina is carried out at many 

different levels. Due to fact that once raw 

pashmina is harvested from goats it carries lot of 

impurities like vegetable matters, sloughed 

epithelial cells, dust etc. with it. Which needs to be 

removed for efficient processing. The objective of 

this process is to remove these impurities and 

parallelize the fibers. Traditionally, combing is 

done by impaling dehaired raw pashmina 

repeatedly on an upright comb. The small lumps 

of fibers are straightened on the teeth of the comb 

by drawing each tuft through it by hand. This 

process is repeated 3 to 4 times until the tuft seen 

is in a clean state to be spun ready. 

GLUING

Gluing means application of gluing material to 

pashmina. This is done by applying pounded rice. The 

pashmina is placed in a container over which pounded 

powdered rice (kharioat) is sprinkled and left on 

pashmina for a night or two. The purpose of gluing is 

to provide extra strength, moisture and softness to the 

fiber. 

Here is Pic.3, Here Changthang 

woman hands can been seen sorting 

cashmere

Here is Pic.4, of Kashmiri woman 

combing cashmere fleece
Here is Pic.5, of Kashmiri woman 

gluing cashmere fleece



Spinning process
Once the gluing and other steps have been carried out, the carded soft Cashmere is then made in to loose little fluffy balls in preparation for spinning. The 

spinning wheel is used for spinning the pashm to form pashmina yarns. This step is usually carried out by the women folk of the house & requires a skill set 

that has been passed down through generations.

It is only the women of Kashmir who have the traditional skill of spinning the incredibly fine yarn which again must be done by hand to avoid any breakage. 

Thus Women play a very important role in processing the yarn for weaving. It is a highly respected skill which exists only in Kashmir.

The yarn produced by spinning wheel is spun on a grass straw or any light holder locally called phumblet. The spun yarn on these holders is doubled on hand 

reeler. The double yarn is subjected to twisting/pilling on the same charkha with the direction of twist reversed. These yarns are then made into hanks on the 

wooden reeler locally called Yarandul.

Weaving is started with opening of the hanks on the large wooden stand locally called thanjoor and is mounted on a wooden spindle termed as prech.

Four to six rods are being erected into the ground. Two persons work together and transfer yarn from prech onto the iron rods by using sticks. This process is 

called yarun About 1200 threads are stretched in this manner to form warp locally called yaen which is enough for 4 to 6 shawls.

Here is Pic.6, an old Kashmiri woman 

can be seen using spinning wheel.

Here is Pic.7, Here yarn is being winded 

from reelers onto Pritz ( Spindle)

Here is Pic.8, Pritz can be seen here with 

fine fibre of Cashmere wrapped around .



Spinning process-II

The warp is made by manually winding the pashmina yarn across 4 to 8 iron rods erected on the ground. This process is called Yarun in Kashmiri.

Approximately 1200 threads are stretched across 10 mts to complete a warp. The person making the warp has to walk 1200 X 10 mts or 12 kms 

around the iron rods.

Four to six rods are being erected into the ground. Two persons work together and transfer yarn from prech onto the iron rods by using sticks. This 

process is called yarun About 1200 threads are stretched in this manner to form warp locally called yaen which is enough for 4 to 6 shawls.

The warp (yaen) is now given to wrap-dresser (Bharan-gour) to stretch the wrap. He spends a week or so to fix each wrap thread in the saaz

(heddles of the loom). The finished length of woven material is known as thaan. This is washed in cold water with handmade soaps special made 

from herbal ingredients.

Here is Pic.9, Here yarn from spindles is 

winded around these sticks to arrange 

them in hanks  .

Here is Pic.10, Here hanks of yarn is being washed on the 

banks of fresh water springs.

Here is Pic.11, Hanks of yarn left for drying after 

washing and pre-weaving dyeing.



Weaving

Here is Pic.12, Here a weaver can be seen on his loom weaving 

highly intriguing Kani wrap.



Post Loom Process

Pic.13, Here washers can be seen washing different types of Cashmere 

wraps on the banks of river Jhelum.



Useful Tips

Cashmere scarves should always be washed by hand. It 

should be soaked in a mixture of lukewarm water and 

Cashmere shampoo (which is easily available in the 

market). After soaking it for around 10-30 minutes, it 

should be rinsed with cold water, and gently squeezed 

between hands to take the excess water off.

Cashmere should be washed once or twice a year. The 

scarf is a gentle one, and frequent washing will lead to 

the destruction of the fibre.

Cashmere should never be tumble-

dried. Air drying is the best option if 

you want your scarf to live long. 

Simply place your scarf in between 

two clean and dry towels and roll all 

layers together. This gets rid of 

excess water. Now place your scarf 

on the floor and let it air dry. Do not 

hang a wet Cashmere, lest it lose its 

shape.

A number of women ask us if they can 

add fabric softeners to their Cashmere 

scarves to make them ‘even softer’. 

The Answer is NO! Cashmere is 

already extraordinarily soft. It will 

become even softer as it ages. 

However, if you find your Cashmere 

scarf to be itchy and allergy-causing, 

there is a chance your scarf is not 

made of Pure Cashmere. Get it 

checked immediately.

Cashmere demands proper storage. Hence it 

should be stored in a cool, dry, clean, and 

moisture-free place. Cashmere scarf should be 

wrapped in a muslin cloth before storing it, to 

prevent any moisture formation. Plastic should be 

avoided at all costs. If you own a number of 

Cashmere scarves, they should not be piled over 

each other without any separation layer. This 

keeps your scarf from bobbling and as a result 

looking old and withered.

HAND WASHING IT WITH A 

GENTLE SHAMPOO

AIR DRYING 

CASHMERE

YOU DON'T NEED TO 

ADD SOFTENERS TO 

CASHMERE

STORING CASHMERE SCARF IN A 

SAFE PLACE
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